
Advisory:  
Defense Use of Facial Recognition Technology

Summary 

Facial recognition technology, an identification tool that is widely used by law enforcement, is also sometimes promoted as a tool 
to exonerate the innocent or otherwise support criminal defense.1 This advisory provides a brief overview of the issues arising from 
law enforcement use of facial recognition and identifies various concerns that defense attorneys should take into consideration 
before using facial recognition tools.   

For more information on facial recognition and ways to challenge its use, see NACDL’s Facial Recognition Resource Page. 

Facial recognition overview 

Facial recognition is an identification method based on the presumption that faces are unique biometric indicators. Facial recognition 
algorithms compare two images to determine whether they depict the same person (sometimes called face verification) or compare 
an image or video of an unknown person against a database of known images to generate a possible identification.2 Most systems 
also include a “human in the loop” who reviews the possible match candidates produced by the facial recognition algorithm.3 

Law enforcement agencies around the country use facial recognition in attempts to identify persons of interest in an investigation 
including suspects, victims, and witnesses. This use raises several concerns. 

•  A facial recognition search is a forensic investigative 
method that lacks scientific validity. Its reliability, 
as currently used in the policing context, has never 
been established, and the conditions under which 
many searches are run suggest the results may 
suffer from error and bias.4 And while it is largely 
considered to generate investigative leads only 
— not positive identifications — in investigations 
across multiple jurisdictions officers have relied 
primarily or entirely on a facial recognition “match” 
to make arrests.5 At least six people, all of whom are 
Black, have been wrongfully arrested because of a 
facial recognition misidentification.6

•  Lack of transparency and oversight is systemic, and 
the government routinely fails to disclose information 
about facial recognition searches to the defense. This 
failure violates the government’s discovery obligations 
as well as a defendant’s right to exculpatory material 
under Brady v. Maryland, 37 U.S. 83 (1963).7 

•  Facial recognition can be used as a powerful surveillance 
tool. Since faces can be captured remotely and in 
secret through a network of surveillance cameras, the 
technology could be used to track an individual’s past 
and real-time movement in violation of the Fourth 
Amendment.8 This may also serve to chill participation 
in activities protected by the First Amendment.9  

https://www.nacdl.org/Content/Facial-Recognition


Facial recognition as a defense tool? 

Defense attorneys will typically encounter facial recognition as an element of the government’s case against their client and should 
be prepared to file motions to uncover and challenge its use.10 There also may be limited circumstances where facial recognition 
appears useful to a given defense. For example, an attorney could use facial recognition to compare images of the suspect and the 
defendant to demonstrate that there is no match, and that the defendant is innocent.11 Or facial recognition could identify other 
exculpatory information — in a recent vehicular homicide case in Fort Myers, Florida, a defense attorney used facial recognition to 
track down a witness who was able to exonerate his client.12

These cases will be rare, however, and may be more indicative of fundamental weaknesses in the government’s case than of the need 
for a new technology. In the Fort Myers case, defendant Andrew Conlyn was charged with homicide for a fatal car crash despite a 
witness statement — recorded by an officer’s body camera at the scene of the crash — that Conlyn “was the passenger” the witness 
had helped from the vehicle.13 Police failed to record the witness’ name or other information, or request he provide a statement 
to investigators, though they did make some limited, unsuccessful attempts to locate him in the following years.14 This blatant 
contradiction notwithstanding, the State pursued a case against Conlyn based on an alternate interpretation of evidence from the 
crash site. Conlyn and his defense team were left to do the State’s job of identifying and tracking down the eyewitness.  

This case has been used as a “success story” to promote the idea that facial recognition can provide defense attorneys with an 
efficient and affordable way to identify potential witnesses, correct misidentification, and identify exculpatory evidence.15 This 
ignores the fact that the defense turned to facial recognition not for its inherent value but instead to compensate for numerous 
police and prosecutorial failings in the case. This unusual and mischaracterized anecdote does not override the larger issues 
that facial recognition introduces into the criminal legal system that defense attorneys should be aware of.

Legal and ethical concerns  

1. Threats to constitutional rights. 

Use of facial recognition by the defense may increase the perceived legitimacy of this tool in the hands of law enforcement. This 
in turn can perpetuate the ongoing harms posed by routine police use of facial recognition, which include possible constitutional 
violations. It may also make it difficult to challenge the validity or reliability of the technology when used in the government’s case 
against a defendant.

Due process. Facial recognition has rarely been disclosed to defendants despite being used in hundreds of thousands of cases 
since 2001, sometimes as the sole means of identification. This is a due process failure — particularly, the withholding of evidence 
that should be considered Brady material. Given the persistent risk of misidentification present in a facial recognition search, its use 
undermines confidence in the identification process.16 

Privacy and free speech. If used as a real-time biometric surveillance tool, police could use facial recognition to track 
someone’s movements across time and public spaces, which may amount to a Fourth Amendment violation under the Supreme 
Court’s holding in Carpenter v. United States, 138 U.S. 2206 (2018).17 When directed at public gatherings, this type of surveillance 
could chill participation in First Amendment-protected activities of free speech, assembly, and association.18

Equal protection. A study conducted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2019 found that many 
facial recognition algorithms examined performed differently depending on the race, sex, and age of the person being searched.19 
Some algorithms have been found to misidentify women, Black faces, and young and old faces at higher rates than other faces.20 
Police use of a tool that performs differently depending on a person’s demographics may violate the Equal Protection Clause of 
the Fourteenth Amendment. 



2. Accuracy and bias problems.

Facial recognition suffers from accuracy and bias issues that will impact defense attorney use of the technology as it does with law 
enforcement applications. Facial recognition searches involve several different components, each of which impacts the accuracy of 
the search and can lead to misidentification. The quality of the searched-for and database photos, the accuracy of the algorithm, and 
the training and competence of the person running the search will all determine whether the search is reliable. How an algorithm 
was developed will also determine whether it exhibits race, sex, or age-based bias in its results, placing certain people at a higher 
risk of misidentification based on their demographics. 

3. Jurisdiction-specific restrictions and professional liability risks. 

Various state or local laws may constrain a defense attorney’s use of facial recognition technology in different ways. The facial 
recognition ban in San Francisco, for example, prohibits most uses of the technology by any City official or department, which 
includes the Public Defender’s Office.21 Biometric privacy laws in Illinois and Texas govern a private or commercial entity’s collection 
and use of biometric templates.22 While these laws will primarily govern the actions of facial recognition companies and other 
commercial entities, they may impact certain actions of private attorneys as well. Illinois’ Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA), for 
example, applies to all “private entities,” defined as “any individual, partnership, corporation, limited liability company, association, 
or other group, however organized.”23

In addition, the American Bar Association (ABA) Model Rules of Professional Conduct may apply to a defense attorney’s use of 
various facial recognition tools.24 Under ABA Rule 5.3, a lawyer is responsible for the conduct — and misconduct — of a non-lawyer, 
including third-party providers, if the lawyer orders or “ratifies” the conduct or could have prevented or mitigated its effects.25 This 
could include a facial recognition company’s actions that run afoul of state privacy or consumer protection laws. It may also apply to 
the performance of a facial recognition system itself, if used by an attorney or under their supervision in a manner similar to other 
non-lawyer assistance.26 

Questions to Ask:  

1.   What is the potential cost of using facial recognition technology? Adoption of facial recognition by the defense 
could serve to legitimize its law enforcement use. 

•  Defense use of facial recognition technology may help legitimize a harmful law enforcement practice and undermine 
future efforts to challenge police use of the technology. Police use of facial recognition, and a widespread failure of the 
prosecution to disclose its use to the defense, constitutes systematic violations of the due process rights of the accused. 
Your use of facial recognition could undermine legitimate arguments that facial recognition is unreliable, racially biased, 
or otherwise deficient, and may compromise your ability to successfully challenge the validity of police use of facial 
recognition in subsequent cases. 

2.  Are there legal or other barriers to using facial recognition? Using various facial recognition tools may violate your 
state’s laws, executive or office policies, or rules of professional conduct. 

•  Does your state or local jurisdiction have a law against government use of facial recognition or private collection of biometric 
or other personal data without notice to and consent of the affected person? Has a relevant agency barred the use of facial 
recognition by government employees?

• Has your office adopted a policy or taken a public position against the use of facial recognition technology?27

• Could using a particular tool open you up to liability under your state’s rules of professional conduct?



3.   Would you actually use facial recognition? The duty you have to your client is paramount, and that may mean 
considering the use of facial recognition technology in some circumstances. These cases will be rare, however, and you should 
also consider whether using a tool that lacks scientific validity will be persuasive. 

•  Hypothetically, facial recognition could be of use if a fact pattern matches that of the Conlyn case, or to demonstrate 
a misidentification. These cases are likely to be rare, however, and the long-term harms of legitimizing the technology 
remain serious.

•  Facial recognition has not yet been established as a forensically sound method of identification, suffering from 
unaddressed accuracy and bias concerns. Using facial recognition to find a witness or exonerate your client, for 
example, may be subject to challenge based on a lack of established reliability and risk of error. 

For the reasons outlined above, NACDL urges careful consideration of the non-monetary costs and potential liabilities that may 
arise from the use of facial recognition tools in your defense. If your office is considering a contract for a facial recognition product 
or using it in a specific case, NACDL can help. Contact cgarvie@nacdl.org. 
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